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BOOK REVIEW

It’s not always depression, by Hilary Jacobs Hendel, LCSW, New York, Spiegel &
Grau, 2018, 298 pp., $28, ISBN: 9780399588814.

I really like to write book reviews but this book sat on the edge of my desk for months
before I could bring myself to read it. Am I glad I finally did! Later I’ll tell you why
I resisted reading it.

The author has done something I don’t think I have ever seen done quite so well. She
has created a tool to make any therapist into an exceptional therapist. You may know
a therapist who does not fit into any model but is revered and admired by her clients and
colleagues as a singularly outstanding clinician. If you ask her how she does it, she will
usually look at you with a blank stare. She might say, “I don’t know.” or “It just comes to
me.” Hendel makes very clear what one might do and why. She makes it possible for
students, early career therapists, and seasoned clinicians to learn how to help someone at
a very deep level.

It has been my experience that if a client comes to me who appears to be filled with
rage, there is often something else going on at a subconscious level. If I try to address the
anger I don’t get very far, she shows little improvement, articulating week after week all
the reasons she is mad. If I get below the anger I often find hurt and/or a sense of
betrayal. If a person comes in meek and passive who wants to be more assertive, it is
likely little progress is made trying to help her learn to express herself. If I can get her to
address her fear of her anger, she may be able to release that and move to a place of self-
confidence and authenticity. If a person is very agitated, she may be harboring a great
deal of guilt. Whatever is under the conscious mind, I see it as my job to get her to name
it, move through it and proceed to a better place in her life.

Hendel has developed what she calls the “change triangle.” This technique is used to
help a client listen to her body and discover core emotions. She proposes that this
method helps a client to connect to her authentic self: “The Change Triangle is a map to
move us out of our defenses and put us back in touch with our core emotions. When we
connect our core emotions, feel them, and come out the other side, we experience
relief … When we are in touch with core emotions, our vitality, confidence and peace
of mind increase. Biologically, our nervous system resets for the better.” (pp. 7–8)

The triangle is pictured as an equilateral triangle with one tip down. The upper left
corner is labeled Defensiveness(which I might call presenting emotions), the upper right
Inhibitory Emotions, and the bottom point Core Emotions. About 1/3 of the way from
the bottom of the triangle is a gap labeled Blocked. The goal is to cross the blocked area,
get to the core emotion and move into the “openhearted state of the authentic
self” (p. 7).

Now comes the part that makes this book so beautiful. Hendel presents several
situations describing exactly how she speaks with a client. She includes conversations
that are designed first to establish trust, and then help move the client from one corner
of the triangle to the other with the ultimate goal of crossing the block from presenting
to core emotion. She not only includes the dialog but makes clear why she is saying what
she is saying. She does this simply and directly and with deep compassion. Her work is
unabashedly psychodynamic and feminist. She approaches the individual with respect of
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her place in the world and acknowledges how her interactions with the world have
influenced her being.

This is a serious book. The cover and title and foreword do not reflect that fact.
I resisted reading this book because it is presented as a self-help book; the type of book
from which I usually shy away. There are worksheets and exercises designed to be used
by an individual but I believe they can be better-used by a clinician helping a client. The
process described is nuanced and complex and sophisticated. As you might guess:
I highly recommend this book.
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